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Field programmable spin arrays for scalable
quantum repeaters

HanfengWang1,2, Matthew E. Trusheim 1,3 , Laura Kim1,4, Hamza Raniwala1,2 &
Dirk R. Englund 1,2

The large scale control over thousands of quantum emitters desired by
quantum network technology is limited by the power consumption and cross-
talk inherent in current microwave techniques. Here we propose a quantum
repeater architecture basedondensely-packeddiamondcolor centers (CCs) in
a programmable electrode array, with quantum gates driven by electric or
strain fields. This ‘field programmable spin array’ (FPSA) enables high-speed
spin control of individual CCs with low cross-talk and power dissipation.
Integrated in a slow-light waveguide for efficient optical coupling, the FPSA
serves as a quantum interface for optically-mediated entanglement. We eval-
uate the performance of the FPSA architecture in comparison to a routing-tree
design and show an increased entanglement generation rate scaling into the
thousand-qubit regime. Our results enable high fidelity control of dense
quantum emitter arrays for scalable networking.

Future quantum repeaters or modular quantum computers will need
tomanage large numbers of multiplexedmemory qubits with efficient
local operations. Solid-state artificial atoms such as color centers (CCs)
in diamond are promising quantum memories1,2. Precision control of
the electronic spin ground state ofCCspresently relies onACmagnetic
fields3–6. Developing architectures for spatially multiplexedmicrowave
control with sufficiently low power dissipation and cross-talk remains
an open challenge. Previous work achieved localized control using a
magnetic field with a spatial gradient7, or by producing a spatially-
varying detuning of the CC resonant frequency using a gradient
magnetic8 or optical9 field combined with global magnetic addressing.
Here, we propose a fundamentally different approach that uses highly
localized fields—either strain or electric, depending on the CC of
choice—which can be driven capacitively for low power dissipation.
Electric field-based spin control has been proposed in several
systems10–12, while strain driving has been demonstrated for many CC
systems13,14. We show that these approaches offer lower power dis-
sipation and cross-talk, as well as compatibility with integrated circuit
(IC) platforms likely needed for scaling. With an efficient optical
interface and all-to-all connectivity, our platform can be integrated to
allow scalable entanglement generation.

We consider a programmable array of electrodes positioned
around arrays of CCs in a diamond waveguide. This ‘field program-
mable spin array’ (FPSA) architecture has three key elements: (1) A
quantummemory; for the electric-driving case the diamond nitrogen-
vacancy (NV) center, which has already been used for optical entan-
glement distribution across as many as three qubits15–17, and for strain
driving the diamond silicon-vacancy (SiV) center, which has been used
to demonstrate memory-enhanced quantum communication18. (2) An
efficient optical interface through a slow-light photonic crystal (PhC)
waveguide enabling ~ 25 × Purcell enhancement of the CC’s coherent
transition. Compared to cavity structures, the slow-light waveguide
can host a large number of qubits and still maintain relatively high
Purcell enhancement. 3. An electrode array positioned along individual
qubits in the waveguide. We estimate that the FPSA enables ~ 100 ns-
duration spin rotations, as well as ~ 600 GHz-range DC tuning of CC
optical transitions.

The article is organized as follows.Wefirst introduce the FPSA and
estimates achievable gate performance, focusing chiefly on duration
and cross-talk. Then co-designed PhC waveguide is described to
achieve high emitter-waveguide coupling with low optical loss, as well
as dynamical optical tunability. The final section combines the
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elements of two previous sections to show a quantum repeater
architecture enabled by the FPSA, illustrating how the FPSA can
mediate local qubit interactions and multiplexed quantum network
connectivity. In the first several sections wefirst explore the case of NV
centers in diamond, driven by electric fields, and second the inversion-
symmetric group IV emitters controlled via strain fields. In the final
section we consider NV centers as the exemplary CC for quantum
architecture design.

Results
Localized single-qubit control
Figure 1 shows the FPSA design. It consists of a single-mode diamond
waveguide hosting a centered CC array, placed onto dielectric fins
between an electrode array. For the electric-driving approach, we use
HfO2 as it has a high dielectric constant of 23 in the radio frequency
range and a relatively low index of 1.9 in the optical range19,20. This
allows it to concentrate the low frequency electric field required for
spin coupling while guiding the optical mode. In the case of strain
driving, we use piezeoelectric AlN fins that produce the strain field
while also producing a periodic modulation of the refractive index
(n = 2.16). We assume conductive indium tin oxide (ITO) as the elec-
trode material to minimize optical loss. Finally we use SiO2 as a low-
index substrate.

As illustrated in Fig. 1, we consider an array of CC spin memories
approximately at a periodic spacing a, i.e., the kth CC has a position
~rk = kaẑ +

~δk , where ∣~δk ∣=a≪1.

Electric field-driven quantum gates
We first consider NV centers as an exemplary CC, and show that
electric fields can produce high-fidelity localized quantum gates. The
relevant interaction between an NV ground state spin and an electro-
magnetic field~E and ~B is captured in the Hamiltonian14,21,22:

H~E,~B=h= γS~S �~B+d0
?½fSx0 ,Sz0 gEx0 + fSy0 ,Sz0 gEy0 �

+dkS
2
z0Ez0 +d?½ðS2y0 � S2x0 ÞEx0 + fSx0 ,Sy0 gEy0 �

ð1Þ

where d? = ∣ẑ0 × ðẑ0 ×~dÞ∣= 17 Hz cm/V (dk = ẑ
0 �~d = 0.35 Hz cm/V)

denotes the perpendicular (parallel) part of spin-electric field

susceptibility21, h the Planck constant, S the electron spin operator,
and γS the gyromagnetic ratio. d0

? has not been quantified experimen-
tally or theoretically, but is estimated near 1/50 d⊥14,23. Here we use the
primed coordinates ðx0,y0,z0Þ to indicate the coordinates relative to the
NV aligned along the z0 axis.

We now consider an external electric driving field~E ± 1$0 (~E + 1$�1)
resonant with the ∣± 1i $ ∣0i (∣+ 1i $ ∣� 1i) transitions, which are
non-degenerate under a small bias magnetic field along the z0-axis, as
shown in Fig. 1a. From the Schrödinger equation, the Rabi frequencyof
coherent driving on the NV ground state triplet is:

hΩ ± 1$0
R =

1ffiffiffi
2

p d0
?∣~E?ð~rkÞ∣

hΩ + 1$�1
R =d?∣~E?ð~rkÞ∣

ð2Þ

where~rk indicates the positions ofNVs shown in Fig. 1 and~E?ð~rkÞ is the
component of electric field perpendicular to NV axis. As shown in
Fig. 1a, b, we choose ~μ1 = ½1�10� and ~μ2 = ½�1�12� as basis vectors for the
plane perpendicular to NV axis, i.e. ~E?ð~rkÞ= ðE~μ1

ð~rkÞ,E~μ2
ð~rkÞÞ where ~μ1

and ~μ2 are also the axes of NV optical transitions Eop
y and Eop

x ,
respectively24.

Absent other experimental noise, the single-qubit gate fidelity
is limited by the inhomogeneous dephasing time T *

2 ∼ 10μs25. For a
pure superposition state, the fidelity of a π-rotation at Rabi fre-
quency ΩR under this dephasing process is given by
Fdephasing = 1=2ð1 + expð�1=2ΩRT

*
2ÞÞ. Considering random pure states

uniformly-distributed on the Bloch sphere, the average fidelity
reaches above 0.99 with a Rabi frequency of 1.7 MHz. For double
quantum transition, a resonant electric field of 10 V/μm is needed to
reach this gate fidelity. In our geometry, this requirement is met for
a ~ 10 V potential difference, which is compatible with modern
integrated circuits technology such as complementary metal-oxide
semiconductor (CMOS) platforms. We estimate that electric
field-driven Rabi frequencies can reach Ω+ 1$�1

R ∼0:13 GHz and
Ω± 1$0

R ∼ 1.9 MHz, limited by diamond’s dielectric strength
Edmd
bd ∼ 2× 103 V/μm26,27 and HfO2’s dielectric strength

EHfO2
bd ∼ 1:6× 103 V/μm28 at a separation of hundreds of nm.

The electric field profile of an example FPSA is shown in Fig. 2a,
which plots the ∣~E?ðx,y,z =0Þ∣ electric field component obtained from

Fig. 1 | An exemplary FPSA implementation. A diamond waveguide (gray)
containing CCs is positioned on an array of high-index dielectric fins (red)
between ITO electrodes (yellow) connected to a voltage supply. Electric fields
~Eð~rk Þ are generated by top (bottom) contacts at potentials Vt

k(V
b
k) for spin control.

The CC fluorescence couples to the waveguide mode~E
wg
z . Here the

x̂ = ½001�, ŷ= ½110�,ẑ = ½1�10�. a The NV center in diamond in the [111] direction with
transition dipoles~μ1 = ½1�10� and~μ2 = ½�1�12�. The FPSA field is closely aligned to the~μ1

transition, and perpendicular to the spin quantization axis. b A Zeeman shift in an

external magnetic field splits the NV spin ms = ± 1 sublevels, while an electric field
splits the excited state levels ∣Ex

�
and ∣Ey

E
by Δxy via the DC Stark effect (left). The

black (yellow) line indicates the Rabi transition between ∣± 1i $ ∣0i (∣+ 1i $ ∣� 1i)
driven by a resonant transverse electric field. c The SiV center in diamond in the
[111] direction with transition dipoles~μ1 = ½1�10� and~μ2 = ½�1�12�. d Level structure of
SiV. The optical `C' transition is resonantly addressed, and enhanced by the FPSA
slow-light mode. The ∣eg + "

E
and ∣eg� #

E
levels are split in an external magnetic

field, and used as a qubit with strain-driven quantum control.
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Maxwell’s equations using COMSOL Multiphysics when a voltage
Vk =V

t
k � Vb

k = 50 V is applied in FPSA with parameters in Table 1.

Strain-driven quantum gates
Although NV is widely investigated, Group-IV centers in diamond have
drawn interest due to their inversion symmetry and optical
properties29. However, due to the inversion-symmetry, the spin and
orbital transitions of Group-IV emitters are almost immune to electric
fields30. We then propose to use a strain field for quantum control. The
Rabi frequency when an oscillating strain field is resonant with the
∣eg + "

E
$ ∣eg� #

E
transition is13,31:

Ω=
γS

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
β2 + γ2

q
B?

λSO
ð3Þ

where β and γ are the magnitudes of transverse AC strain fields that
couple to the SiV spin, B⊥ is a static transverse magnetic bias field, and
λSO is the spin-orbit coupling strength. We consider a resonant strain
field generated in an FPSA structure as shown in Fig. 1, where the
electricfieldproduces a strain field in piezoelectric AlNfins rather than
being guided using HfO2 as previous. The Rabi frequency induced by a
strain field in the FPSA geometry is shown in Fig. 2d when a voltage

Vk =V
t
k � Vb

k =2 V is applied, assuming a transverse bias field of
B⊥ =0.17 T as used in prior work31. The parameters of the device are
listed inTable 1. Note that the electrodes areplacedoff-center fromthe
emitter, with four total electrodes per unit cell. These added controls
allow for manipulation over the additional degrees of freedom of
strain fields as compared to electric fields (see Supplementary). To
achieve a π rotation of the spin degree of freedom with F =0.99,
a ~ 0.01 V potential difference is needed in our structure—within the
range of modern integrated circuit technology such as CMOS
platforms.

Control cross-talk
The closest separation between individually controllable CCs in an
array is limited by the cross-talk between the target CC at location~rk
and its nearest-neighbor CC at~rk + 1. During a π-pulse on qubit~rk , there
is an undesired rotation on~rk + 1. We evaluate the cross-talk fidelity FC
by comparing Rð~rk + 1Þ and desired identity operation Ið~rk + 1Þ. This
fidelity can be expressed as

FCðRð~rk + 1Þ, Ið~rk + 1ÞÞ= tr
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ρ

p
σ

ffiffiffi
ρ

pq� �2

ð4Þ

where

ρ=R ð~rk + 1Þ∣ψ0 ð~rk + 1Þ
�
ψ0ð~rk + 1Þ
�

∣Ryð~rk + 1Þ
σ = I ð~rk + 1Þ∣ψ0ð~rk + 1Þ

�
ψ0ð~rk + 1Þ
�

∣Iyð~rk + 1Þ
ð5Þ

and ∣ψ0ð~rk + 1Þ
�
is the initial quantum state of CC at location~rk + 1. For

the profile shown in Fig. 2a, F fin
C =0:92. The field confinement provided

by the HfO2 fins results in a significant improvement over bare elec-
trodes, where Fbare

C =0:69 (see Supplementary).
For localized strain driving structures shown in Fig. 2d, we cal-

culate a cross-talk fidelity of 0.88. The cross-talk fidelity for strain

Fig. 2 | Electric and strain field profiles. a Electric field component ∣~E?ðx,y=0,zÞ∣
for a applied voltage Vk on a single pair of electrodes. b ∣~E?ðx,y=0,zÞ∣ for voltage
settings optimized for reduced cross-talk. c Electric field component
∣~E?ðx,y= z =0Þ∣ along central axis of the FPSA (dotted line in a) for the voltages
configurationswith andwithout crosstalk elimination (CE), and correspondingRabi

frequency of the ∣+ 1i $ ∣� 1i transition. d Rabi frequency between ∣eg + "
E
$

∣eg� #
E
for a single electrode pair in the strain-driving geometry. e Rabi frequency

between ∣eg + "
E
$ ∣eg� #

E
after cross-talk elimination. f Rabi frequency along the

white dotted line in d.

Table 1 | FPSA Parameters

Symbol Value (Electric) Value (Strain)

Spin memory spacing a 183 nm 488 nm

Diamond y-dimension hwg 91 nm 91 nm

Diamond z-dimension wwg 364 nm 410 nm

HfO2/AlN x-dimension lfin 91 nm 98 nm

HfO2/AlN y-dimension hfin 273 nm 273 nm

HfO2/AlN z-dimension wfin 500 nm 500 nm
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tuning is lower than that of the electric field case because the acoustic
wavelength (~μm) is comparable with the device size. A propagating
acoustic wave is launched along the waveguide, which makes it diffi-
cult to localize the strain field compared to the electric field.

Cross-talk elimination
To further reduce the cross-talk, we use our individual control over 2N

voltages V = fVtðbÞ
k g to eliminate the driving field at the locations of the

non-target qubits. Electric field applied on each qubit
~E? = fE~μ1

ð~rkÞ,E~μ2
ð~rkÞg has a linear dependence with the voltage by

~E? =GV , where Gij is the linear map between Ei and Vj, computed by
COMSOL Multiphysics. V are then chosen to minimize the cross-talk by

VCE =G
�1~Etar. For thecaseof a single-qubit gateona targetNVat location

i, we set~Etar =~E
T
?,tar�Kδik and~E?,tar is the AC electric field applied on the

target NV. Since the number of independent degrees of freedom is equal
to the number of electric field values to be minimized, this inversion is
possible. As shown in Fig. 2b, c, the cross-talk elimination process creates
low electric field on non-target NV positions, increasing the cross-talk
fidelity to FCE >0.99. The tolerance of the NV position to achieve this
fidelity is 18 nm (73 nm) for the first (second) nearest neighbors shown in
Fig. 2c.Now, the total infidelity ismainly causedbydephasing rather than
cross-talk. This procedure can be used for any arbitrary operations over

all NVs by the above procedure, choosing a specific~E?,tar.

Although the strainfield is a tensor, a similar cross-talk elimination
process can be applied for strain tuning, as shown in Fig. 2e and Fig. 2f.
the cross-talk fidelity can go to F =0.99 with a tolerance of NV position
of ~110 nm along x-axis. The distance along x-axis needed to achieve
cross-talk fidelity F = 0.99 is 1.2μm (0.36μm) for strain (electric) field,
meaning electric field can be more localized in FPSA design.

Heat load for electric field- vs magnetic-field-based spin control
Heat dissipation is critically important in cryogenic environments,
where cooling power is limited and heating can degrade performance.
We approximate the low-temperature stage power consumption of
electric field-based coherent control by modeling the FPSA as a capa-
citance C with a parallel resistance R in series with a wire (resistance
Rw ~ 10−2Ω) inside the cryogenic environment (circuit details in Sup-
plementary). We choose the figure of merit as the energy per spin π-
pulse that is deposited at the low-temperature stage. In our design, the
FPSA acts as an open circuit, and almost all the power is reflected back
to the high temperature region. For ∣+ 1i $ ∣� 1i transition, the
energy dissipation in the cryostat is given by:

JE =
1 +ω2C2RwR

R
Λ2ΩR

4d2
?

ð6Þ

where ω is the frequency of the AC electric field, and Λ ~ 1 μm is
the characteristic length that relates the applied voltage on the
FPSA and electric field at the positions of NVs. In our geometry,
C = 4.9 × 10−17 F is the circuit capacitance simulated by COMSOL
and R ~ 1020 Ω is the resistance of the HfO2 calculated from thin
film resistivity32. The energy dissipation in the cryostat per π-
pulse JE for a Rabi frequency ΩR = 1.7 MHz is 1.4 × 10−21 J with a
peak maximum current I = 98mA. A second figure of merit is the
dissipation ratio between electric field and magnetic field-based
driving with the same Rabi frequency, JE/JB. Here we take the
magnetic circuit to be the bare wire with a resistance Rw and a
capacitance Cw, with the NV positioned at a distance Λ from the
wire. Then the ratio is given by:

JE
JB

∼
μ2
0γ

2

4π2d2
?

1 +ω2C2RwR
RwR

ð7Þ

where μ0 is the vacuum permeability. Here JE/JB = 1.0 × 10−5, suggesting
the power dissipation for electricfield control is 6 orders ofmagnitude
less than that for magnetic field control. For driving a single quantum
transition ∣0i $ ∣± 1i,JE=JB = 5:0× 10�2. In the real case, we need to
consider the leakage current. For a ~ PΩ leakage resistance33, we will
have JE/JB = 1.2 × 10−4 (6.0 × 10−1) for ∣+ 1i $ ∣� 1i (∣± 1i $ ∣0i) transi-
tions. A similar calculation can be made for strain-based FPSA.
Assuming a transverse bias field of B⊥ =0.17 T as used in prior work31

with Ue = 0.14 V to reach ΩR = 20 MHz and a ~ PΩ leakage resistance33,
the heat load per π-pulse in the low-temperature part for this circuit is
2.5 × 10−25 J. For a comparison with microwave control, we assume
β = − 1.29 × 102 GHz based on34 and the heat load ratio JS/JB = 8.9 × 10−9.
See Supplementary Note 6 for details. Here we only consider the heat
load in low temperature part. For high temperature part, the heat
generated on the transmission line for strain-based FPSA is 2.5 × 10−12 J
with a peak current of 1.4 mA, which is much larger than the heat load
in cryogenic stage.

Efficient coupling of an NV array to a slow-light PhC waveguide
The entanglement rate of NV centers relies on the spin-photon cou-
pling efficiency, which is given by35,36:

β=
FP � Γwg0

FP � Γwg0 + Γothers
ð8Þ

where Γwg0 is the decay rate of spin-entangled transition in the absence
of any optical structures, and Γothers the total rate of all other decay
mechanisms. Slow-light waveguide structures produce a photonic
bandgap, resulting in a small group velocity near the band edge. As a
result, an emitter placed in the mode maximum of a slow-light
waveguide experiences a large enhancement in the local density of
electromagnetic states, and its rate of transition is enhanced by the
Purcell factor, Fp36,37.

Conveniently, the fin structures provide a periodic dielectric
perturbation, forming a slow-light mode in the optical band. Fig. 3a
indicates the TE-like modes of the slow-light waveguide with the
parameters shown in Table 1. Herewe focus on the Eop

y transition of the
NV center with a frequency ν0. By coupling the NV transition at ν0 to
the slow-light region, we can thus funnel the coherent emission into
waveguide modes near wave-vector kx(ν0), as shown in Fig. 3a. From
finite difference time domain (FDTD) simulations (Lumerical), we
obtain a maximum Purcell factor of FPmax = 25 for an NV in the [111]
direction placed on themid plane of the diamondwaveguidewhen the
number of periods is 100 (Fig. 3b).

The total photon collection efficiency out of the waveguide is
given by ηwg = β expð�twgNÞ, where twg is the waveguide transmission
from the emitter to the waveguide facet. Assuming a NV Debye-Waller
factor of DW =0.0323 and we use the relation Γothers/Γtotal = 1 −DW to
calculate β = 25%38,39. The transmission loss twg ~ 8 × 10−4 dB/period is
estimated from FDTD simulations.

Spectral addressing by localized optical tuning
To selectively couple the waveguide propagating modes to a specific
CC center in the array, we use the electrodes for another function: to
tune the optical transition frequency of individual CCs. In the case of
NVs under electric field control, the emitter’s natural Eop

y transition at
ν0 is shifted to ν0 +Δν0, where Δν0 is given by40:

hΔν0 =ΔμkEk �
ffiffiffi
2

p

2
μ?

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
E2
~μ1
+ E2

~μ2

q
ð9Þ

where E∥ is the electric field along [111], Δμk =μ
GS
k � μES

k ∼ 1:5 D is the
parallel dipole moment difference between excited states and ground
states, and μ⊥ ~ 2.1 D is the perpendicular component of electric dipole
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moment. Here we choose Eop
y transition to avoid the depopulation and

mixing of excited states at large applied fields41.
The maximum tuning range using this effect is ~ 600 GHz

assuming an applied electric field of 102 V/μm in the FPSA architecture,
indicated by the green shaded area in Fig. 3b. This corresponds to
tuning across the full range of the slow-light Purcell enhancement and
into the waveguide bandgap. As the Purcell-enhanced NV ZPL transi-
tion linewidth is ~ 100 MHz, the wide range of the Stark tuning allows
multiple-frequency channels in which NVs can be individually
addressed in the frequency domain. Three channels (Ch1 − 3) spaced
by 40 GHz and an off-resonant channel (Ch0) are indicated in Fig. 3b.
The Purcell enhancement across Ch1 − 3 ismaintained at ~ 10, while the
large spacing suppresses interactions (e.g. photon absorption)
between channels42. An analogous effect can be achieved using strain
tuning31, see Supplementary Note 6 for details.

The ability for FPSA to reconfigure the electric field profile locally
allows for arbitrary and independent configuration of NV optical

transitions. Unlike in Sec. I where the E∥ is neglected, here we need 3N
degree of freedoms to control components Ek, E~μ1

and E~μ2
for each of

theNNVs. However, we can use symmetry Vt +Vb =0 to set Ek = E~μ2
= 0

in the ideal case. The remaining N degrees of freedom can be used to
set E~μ1

for all the NVs. For example, we compare two configurations in

Fig. 3d. The blue curve shows the frequency shift for an electric field
profile in Fig. 3c, resulting in two NVs on resonance. The red curve
shows the frequency shift for a different voltage setting, where two
NVs are in different channels without interaction. In both cases, all
other NVs are off-resonant in Ch0. The ability to dynamically control
the NV transition frequency via electrical control can then be used to
perform individual emitter initialization and readout, and to reconfi-
gure quantum network connectivity as described below.

Quantum repeater performance
Wenext consider the application of the FPSA as a quantum repeater to
generate Bell pairs ∣ψAB

�
between twomemory qubits at Alice and Bob

(A and B), as illustrated in Fig. 4a. Many quantum repeater protocols
have been proposed in previous works, including the use of quantum
emitters as quantum memories43, and multiplexing schemes that
achieve all-to-all connectivity44,45. Here we show the FPSA can improve
the repeater performance via an improved scaling with number of
qubits. The repeater protocol has two steps:
(1) Distant entanglement between A(B) and electron spin ∣je

�ð∣ke

�Þ in
the FPSA. Many schemes are proposed for entanglement gen-
eration within cavities and waveguides46–48. Here we choose a
heralded single-photon scheme, which has previously been
demonstrated for NV centers16, followed by swapping to the 15N
nuclear spin ∣jn

�ð∣kn

�Þ. For each link, we assume a length-L
noiseless channelwith transmission η= expð�γLÞ, where γ = 0.041
km−144. Each entanglement attempt has a success probability of
p1 = 2αηpdpcηwg/2, where pd =0.83 (pc =0.33) is the detection
(quantum frequency conversion, if necessary) efficiency49,50. We
conservatively assume a lower FP = 10 (β = 25%) to avoid high loss
and fabrication sensitivity in the regime of high group index51.
Here we set α = 0.01 to keep the two-photon excitation error of
this scheme below 1%16.

(2) Local entanglement swapping to generate entanglement between
A and B. First, (2.i) CC electron spins ∣je

�
and ∣ke

�
are Stark-shifted

to the same optical transition and entangled via the two-photon
Barrett-Kok scheme17,48 with success probability p2 = ðpdηwg Þ2=2.
Then, (2.ii) A CNOT gate is performed between electron spin and
nuclear spin to establish the local entanglement, then Bell
measurements in the electron-nuclear spin basis of the memories
j and k swap the local entanglement to distant entanglement of A
and B after subsequent feed-forward52,53. This step makes use of
the FPSA’s all-to-all connectivity to realize a ‘quantum router’
architecture44 that minimizes the latency (waiting time and
associated decoherence) and local buffer size.
To evaluate the performance, we consider the entanglement rate

ΓAB as the figure of merit, defined as the average number of generated
Bell pairs ∣ψAB

�
per second. For two qubits, ΓAB is the inverse of total

time used for single pair entanglement generation. Parallel operations
of N pairs can increase this rate by a factor of N. The FPSA time-
multiplexes spin-photon entanglement to A and B, sending spin-
entangled photons from different emitters in short succession. It is
implemented by Stark-shifting the optical transition of selected color
centers j and k from Ch0 to Ch1 and Ch2 (shown in Fig. 4a), while all
other ‘unselected’ color centers remain in Ch0. After an entanglement
generation attempt, the NVs j, k are tuned back into Ch0 and the
process is repeated with the subsequent pair of NVs j, k = j + 1, k + 1 as
shown in Fig. 4a. In this way, time-multiplexing channels allow
Nch = tlink/tph qubits operate in parallel, where tlink is the heralding time
for an optical pulse traveling photon in the fiber link and tph is the CC

Fig. 3 | Coupling of quantum emitters to slow-light waveguide with spectral
addressing. a Photonic TE band structure of the FPSA slow-light waveguide using
the parameters shown in Table 1. The dark (light) shaded regions indicate the light
cone forpropagation in free space (substrate). The inset shows the z-component of
the electric field at themidplane of the diamond. b Purcell factor for the FPSAwith
a finite number of periods N = 100 near the bandgap. Green shading indicates the
Stark tuning range, and the horizontal shading indicates non-interacting frequency
channels. c Electric field profile for placing two NVs at j = ± 2 on resonance. d NV
Stark shift versus positions for two voltage configurations. The blue curve shows
the Stark shift for the electric field profile shown in c. The red curve shows another
voltage setting where two emitters are tuned to non-interacting channels.
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photon lifetime. For a 1 km link and 10 ns lifetime, we have Nch ~ 300
time-multiplexing channels. Additional frequency channels can further
raise the number of time-frequency bins for distant entanglement
generation. The Stark shift tuning range, bandwidth of the slow-light
effect, qubit linewidth and frequency multiplexer bandwidth limit the
number of multiplexing channels. In our device, the regime of the
Purcell factor > 10 has a bandwidth of ~ 200 GHz, setting the total
frequency range. Here we assume a 20 GHz bandwidth for the fre-
quency multiplexer based on the potential dense wavelength division
multiplexing54. Therefore, the time-frequencychannel capacity in FPSA
is 10 tlink/tph. In the regime that we have fewer qubits than the channel
capacity, each qubit pair can effectively generate entanglement inde-
pendently. Above this number, qubits will compete for channel usage.

The same dynamically tunable operations allow us to immediately
attempt local entanglement as soon as distant entanglement is her-
alded. After a heralding signal from both A and B, we shift both qubits
j, k to Ch3 and generate local entanglement as described above. Due to
localized independent electric field-based control, we can parallelize
local entanglement generation (step 2) while simultaneously attempt-
ing entanglementover the longdistance (step 1) links usingother qubits
(e.g. j, k = j + 1, k+ 1) rather than requiring sequential operations. The
entanglement rate is then mainly limited by the first step.

While increasing qubit number improves ΓAB linearly in the ideal
case, each additional qubit adds exponential loss to the device as

larger device size leads to transmission ηwg / expð�twgNÞ. The
entanglement rate is given by ΓAB / N expð�twgNÞ, as shown in the
blue curve in Fig. 4b for parameters given in Table 1. The FPSA reaches
a maximum rate of ΓAB = 2.1 × 104 ebits/s when the number of qubits is
N = 1824, after which loss decreases rate exponentially with increasing
number of qubits. The red curve shows the rate by a Mach-Zehnder
interferometer (MZI) tree architecture as a comparison55. Here we
assume an 0.4 dB loss per MZI56,57. In this regime, the FPSA outper-
forms the MZI architecture by a factor of ~ 3. In the limit of large qubit
number, the rate scales linearly with N. With very large qubit numbers,
theMZI architecture couldoutperformFPSAbecause it is not suffering
from exponential loss. However, the number of parallel qubits is lim-
ited by the time-frequency multiplexing channel capacity. For a 1 km
link, the channel capacity is 10 tlink/tph ~ 3000 shown in Fig. 4b.

As an extension, we consider a hybridization of FPSA andMZI tree
architectures. As shown in Fig. 4c, we divide the qubits intoNdev FPSAs
connected by an MZI tree. ΓAB as a function of the number of qubits
with differentNdev is shown in Fig. 4c. Taking the optimalNdev for each
qubit number, we plot the maximum rate envelope shown in the
dashed line. Instead of exponential decay, the optimal envelope
asymptotically follows a linear scaling. In this scheme, the rate is lim-
ited by time-frequency multiplexing channels capacity shown in the
gray region in Fig. 4c. For different link lengths, the channel limit
changes, resulting in variedmaximumrate as shown inFig. 4d. The rate

Fig. 4 | Quantum repeater performance. a Quantum repeater architecture con-
taining quantum nodes (red) connected by channels (gray). Detectors are for dis-
tant and local Bell state measurement. Here we consider a 3-node link containing
Alice, Bob and a central FPSA. NVs are Stark-shifted to frequency channels (Ch0-
Ch3) atdifferent points in theprotocol indicatedby step 1-4. Step 1:NVpreparation,
which contains optical phase stabilization and NV charge/resonance state check.
Step 2: Stark shift is applied to set NV optical transition to a spectral channel that
communicateswith thedistant link, and aheralded single photon scheme is applied
to generate entanglement. Step 3: Stark shift is applied to set the NV transition to

Ch0 towait for the other successful distant entanglement on the other side. Step 4:
Stark shift is applied to set these two NVs to a shared spectral channel and to make
the entanglement between the two local NVs via a Barrett-Kok scheme. b ΓAB over a
L = 1 km channel as a function of the number of qubits for FPSA (red) and MZI tree
(blue) architectures. Above 3000 qubits, the entanglement procedure is limited by
the channel capacity. c ΓAB as a function of the number of qubits for a hybridization
ofMZI and FPSA architecture.dOptimal ΓAB for different link length and number of
qubits. The dotted line shows the largest ΓAB for different link length.
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can be straightforwardly increased with additional frequency-
multiplexing channels. Alternatively, a fixed number of memories N
can be used more efficiently in schemes with a midway entangled
photon pair source58,59, increasing the entanglement rate from∝ η
to

ffiffiffi
η

p
.

Discussion
We comment briefly on (i) fabrication and (ii) qubit choices of the
presented FPSA blueprint. (iii) other design considerations for strain-
based FPSA.
(i) Since the diamond can be placed on top of a periodic

dielectric perturbation (e.g., by pick-and-place of diamond
waveguides60,61), enabling the substrate to be designed
separately, a number of material choices are available. A
potential approach is to produce high-index dielectric fins is
to use atomic layer deposition of HfO2/AlN followed by
lithography and a lift-off process62, while some common
photonic crystal structure like63 may be hard to fabricate with
diamond due to the difficulty to get a large diamond thin film
through undercutting. Moreover, the substrate can be
fabricated in CMOS to proximally position the required
electrical contacts through a back-end-of-line metallization
step. Custom CMOS processes have already been successfully
demonstrated for NV spin control via microwave magnetic
field interactions64, whereas the electric field control should
be easier as less current is required for a given Rabi
frequency. Other materials with high dielectric constant such
as barium titanate (BTO, ε ~ 7000) would serve as attractive
alternatives to HfO2 as they could also provide electro-optic
modulation of traveling modes65.

(ii) We considered the diamond NV center because of the reported
spin-electric field coupling Hamiltonian and high dielectric
strength of diamond—but the NV has several drawbacks. Its
rather low coupling strength d0

? for electric field driving of the
∣± 1i $ ∣0i spin transition limits the Rabi frequency f / d0

? that
can be achieved without driving up the power dissipation PE /
1=d02

? or risking electrical breakdown. One promising path to
address this challenge is to use global microwave driving on the
NV ∣± 1i $ ∣0i transition so that individual control can be
performed on the ∣+ 1i $ ∣� 1i transition which has a ~ 50 ×
stronger coupling to the electric field. Generating large arrays of
NV centers with lifetime-limited optical coherence remains an
open challenge. NV centers show large spectral diffusion in
nanostructures66,67 but several recent works have improved the
performance68,69. There are several other ways to deal with the
spectral diffusion problem. (1). FPSA can use a feedback system to
reduce the NV linewidth70. The low capacitance of FPSA allows a
short time constant for charging the system, but the feedbackwill
require more measurement time during the quantum entangle-
ment generation process. (2). NVs in larger multi-mode wave-
guides far from sidewalls may reduce spectral diffusion like
previous work71. The NV centers can still couple to slow-light
mode with large Purcell factor via proper design, although there
are multiple modes in the waveguide.
The use of the FPSA architecture can be generalized for other
color centers in diamond and emitters in other wide-bandgap
materials6,10–12,30,72, though different properties (e.g., different
electric field-spin dipole coupling constants) would require
different trade-offs. Emitters in silicon carbide have been
demonstrated with a large tuning range by electric field, which
can be a promising candidate for FPSA73.

(iii) For strain-based FPSA, current design launches acoustic waves
along the waveguide, inducing a large cross-talk along waveguide
direction. Several other designs can be used to localize the
acoustic mode like the interdigital transducers (IDT) structures13.

A co-designed photonic-phononic bandgap structure can also be
used to localize acoustic waves74.

Here we have presented an FPSA architecture that addresses
several challenges in the development of scalable quantum networks.
We showed that electric field control is beneficial for the individual
quantum addressing of dense emitter arrays, as power consumption
and crosstalk are significantly reduced in comparison to the magnetic
field case. Furthermore, the wide tunability via the Stark effect allows
for multi-channel, parallelized optical entanglement schemes that
offer improved scaling with number of qubits. Strain field-based FPSA
have similar advantages and can be a candidate for color centers with
inversion symmetry. Based on these advantages, we expect that FPSA
architectures will form the basis of future quantum networking
implementations.

Methods
The electric and strain field calculations are conducted by COMSOL
Multiphysics. A Multiphysics containing Electrostatics and Solid
Mechanics modules are used to solve the strain field. The optical
bandstructure and finite-difference time-domain simulations are per-
formed by MIT Photonic Bands (MPB)75 and Ansys Lumerical FDTD.
The quantum repeater calculation is made by customMATLAB codes.

Data availability
All Source data are provided as a Source Data file [https://github.com/
hanfengw/FPSA_Source_Data].

Code availability
The code used to generate data discussed in the manuscript are pro-
vided in [https://github.com/hanfengw/FPSA_code].
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